In this paper it is shown that the sum of two starlike functions may have an infinite number of zeros and that the sum of two convex functions may be at least three-valent. Furthermore, the convex sum of two odd convex functions is studied.
Introduction.
Let S denote the class of functions/(z)=2+21° V" which are analytic and univalent in the unit disc t7={z:|z|<l}.
Let S*, K, and C denote the subclasses of 5 whose members are starlike, convex, and close-to-convex respectively in U. There have been a number of questions raised regarding the sum of two members of a given subclass of S [1] . In particular, it had been conjectured [3, Problem 6 .11], [8, Problem 21 ] that/-f-g g S* for/ and g in K. MacGregor [4] has shown this to be false by producing a pair of functions in K whose sum is two-valent, and Goodman [1, p. 1045] has suggested that the sum of two convex functions is at most two-valent.
In the present note we show by geometric considerations that Goodman's conjecture is also false, and we indicate that/+g may very likely be infinite-valent for some / g e K. We also exhibit two starlike functions whose sum is infinite-valent, answering in the negative a question raised in [2] . However, iff and g are odd convex functions, then Xf+ (1-X)g e C, 0<X< 1, and we show that this function need not be starlike for X^t\. The discussion of the case X=\ raises a question concerning odd convex functions.
Since/g K iff zf e S* [5, p. 223], we can study convex functions in terms of starlike functions, in which the geometric complexities are more apparent. If/ e S* and the image of (0, 1) under/crosses the imaginary axis, then g(z)=f(z) e S* and/-fg has a zero in (0, 1). If £ and G are the corresponding convex functions, then F+G has a critical point in (0, 1), and thus is not univalent. This approach is used in each of the following examples.
2. Example 1. There exist functions /, g e S* such that f+g has infinitely many zeros in (0, 1).
We shall need the well-known fact [6] that/e S* if and only if (1) f(z) = z exp{-2Jjog(l + ze-") dp(t)}, where p is an increasing function on [-it, rr] with p(-rr)=0, p(v)=l.
We shall construct inductively a sequence of functions /" e S* with the property that the image of (0, 1) under/" intersects the imaginary axis at least n times. Since S* is a compact normal family we may assume without loss of generality that f"-*fe S* uniformly on compact subsets of U. Letting gn(z)=fn(z) e S*, gn-+g e S*, we see that/"+£" has at least n zeros in (0, 1). The construction will be such that f+g will have infinitely many zeros in (0, 1).
From (1), Re{/(r)/r}=0 for some r e (0, 1) if
Im{ jjog(l + re-il) dp(ty^ = -J .
Thus, we shall find a sequence of functions pn, increasing on [-rr, ir\ with p(-7t)=0, p(tt)=\, such that (2) An(r) = -a +\*™%(1 + re'**) dpn(t)
has at least n zeros in (0, 1). We shall select sequences {dk} and {ctk}, <xj.>0, Ác=l,2, •••, such that for each «>0, ir/2<0,<02<-■ -<0n<7r, and 2™ a*<l-We thus determine step functions pn, pn(-n-)=0, with jump oik at (-l)k+x8k and jump 1 -2" a¡t at it. For these functions (2) becomes A» = I + 2 a* «A1 + r exp((-l)*/0*)). 
The following relation between An(l) and An+1(l) will be useful:
Choose 0!>7r/2, and pick ocj such that 7r/261<a1<37r/2(7r+01), or equivalently, such that 7r(l-a1)>a101-7r/2>0. Then ax arg(l+exp(-z'0i))= -01a1/2<-Tr/4, so we may choose r, sufficiently near 1 that \(rx) = *r/4 + a, arg(l + r, expi-/^)) < 0.
Thus, A!(0)=7r/4, A1(r1)<0, so Aj has at least one zero in (0, /-,).
Now suppose that for k-l, 2, ■ • • , n, numbers a.k, 6k, and rk have been selected satisfying the conditions 71 a* > 0, 2 afc < ] > 1 tt/2 < 6x < 62 < ■ ■ ■ < 6n < ir, 0 < rt < rz < • • • < r" < 1,
From (5), we may choose 6"+l e (6n, w) sufficiently near tr that
and from (6) we may also insist that It is perhaps simplest to use (4) to obtain (9) from (7). By (3) and the right-hand inequality in (9), it is immediate that for some rn+1 e (rn, 1) we have (-l)"+12An+1(rn+1)>0. This, together with (8),
guarantees that (-l)iA"+1(r()>0 for 1=1,2,-■■, n+l, and thus that AB+1(r) has at least / zeros in (0, r¡), 1=1,2, ■■■ , n+l. The functions /" are so determined that fm+gm has at least ji zeros in (0, rn) for j2^jw, and thus f+g has infinitely many zeros in (0, 1), by Hurwitz's theorem.
Example 2. There exist functions F, G e K such that F+G is at least three-valent in U.
Let/ g G S* be the functions determined in Example 1, and let £ and G he the corresponding members of K defined by f=zF', g=zG'. For re (0, 1), f7(j Jo F(r) + G(r)=\ UEL2LME1 dp.
Suppose the positive real zeros of f+g are pk, k=l, 2, • • • , Pi<p2<-" ' • Since zF'iz)+zG'iz)=fiz)+giz), F'+G' has a zero at each point pk, k=l, 2, ■ • •. If pkis a zero of order nk>l, then F+G is (nk+l)-\alent in each neighborhood of pk. Thus F+G is at least 3-valent. If F'+G' has a zero of order 1 at each point pk, then F(r)+G(r) increases in (0, px), decreases in (p,, p2), and increases again in (p2, p3). Furthermore, F(p2)+ G(p,)>0, since Re{A(z)/z»J for all ä e 7C [7] . It follows that for s>0 sufficiently small each number in the interval (F(p2)+G(p2), F(p2)+ G(p2)+f) has at least three distinct pre-images in (0, p3), so that F+G is at least three-valent.
We note that F+G has a critical point at each pk, k=l, 2, • • • . It seems likely that the function / could be constructed in such a way that the curve F(r)+G(r), r e [0, 1), crosses some point on the real axis infinitely often, and so we expect that there may well be two members of K whose sum has valence infinity.
Let K{2) denote the class of odd convex functions and let 77^=
{Xf+(\-X)g:fgeK^},0<X<l. Proof.
\ffe K{2), then h(z)=zf'(z) is odd and starlike. By a result of Strohhacker [7] , Re{/'(z)}=Re{//(z)/z}>ä, Thus, Re{Xf' + il-X)g'}>i-for all/, g e K{2}, so each member of 77; is close-to-convex with respect to the identity function.
Theorem 2. IfX*\, thenH&S*. H1/2^S*ifandonlyif\lm{f(z)lz}\< irjAfor allfe K{2), and all zeU.
Remark. We were unable to show that |Im{/(z)/z}|<7r/4 for all fe Km and all z e U. We suspect that this is true. In fact we believe that fiz)\z is subordinate to (l/2z) ln[(l+z)/(l-z)].
Proof. We shall first prove the second statement of Theorem 2. It is known [7] that if feK{2), then Re{/(z)/z}>7r/4, z e U, and that the largest disc centered at the origin and contained in f(U) has radius P^.tt/4. A simple subordination argument shows that p=-rr/4 only for rotations of/(z) = (2) ln[(l+z)/(l-z)].
Suppose |Im{/(z)/z}| <tt/4 for all/e K<2), zeU. Since Kl2) is a compact normal family, we may assume, without loss of generality, that the functions under consideration are analytic on the boundary of U. Furthermore, since K{2) is rotationally invariant it suffices to show that if |Im{/(l)}| <7r/4 for all/e A!(2) which are analytic on dU, then for all/, g e K{2) which are analytic on dU. The vector from/(l) to/(l)+i/'(l) is the vector tangent to the curve f(e'e) at 0=0. Since/is convex and bounded, by paragraph 1 of this proof, we see that the argument of this vector must be less than arg £+7r. That is, arg z/'(l)<arg £+7r, or equivalently, (12) arg/'(l)< arg £ + tt/2. 
